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EFFINGHAM

Effingham was built in
1959, one of four welded steel
Admiral Class motor narrow boats
built by Isaac Pimblott of Northwich
for British Waterways, being one of
the last working narrow boats to be
built. After the end of narrow boat
carrying by British Waterways,
Effingham passed into their
maintenance fleet and was used on
the North West waterways for
many years.

After being declared
redundant by BW, the boat became
derelict and was allowed to sink. It
was then lifted from the water and
stored on land for another long
period, during which the steelwork
deteriorated further.

The boat was purchased
in 2010 by Peter Newman of
Langley Mill Boatyard and
transported to Langley Mill by road.
The engine, fuel tank etc., and the
remains of the back cabin furniture
were removed. Extensive steel
work was then carried out on the
hull including a complete new
bottom in 10mm steel, and new
footings to approx. halfway up the 
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sides. A complete set of new knees was
formed from steel angle to match the
original. New steel upstands were fitted
on the gunnels and new brackets for the
sheet wedges, the originals having been
cut off by BW. New hoops for the
distinctive sheeting arrangement were
also shaped to the original profile and
fitted into new mounting brackets as these
had also been removed by BW. 

A short steel undercloth
conversion was fitted in front of the engine
room. 

The engine was seized, having
been under water for some time, and was
rebuilt and refitted in the engine room,
complete with fuel tanks, electrics etc.
The hull and cabin were prepared and
painted inside and out, and the cabin was
sign written in British Waterways livery.

In 2016, the boat was bought by Devon
Shepherd and taken to P J Barber
Boatbuilders at Sheet Stores Basin
Long Eaton and the cabin fitted out from
a bare steel shell.
A full set of new cloths were also fitted.
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